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QUESTION 1

What is the optimal way to check-out content from the JCR repository to the local file system? 

A. Use VLT export command. 

B. Create and build a package using CQ Package manager. Download and unzip the package in the local file system. 

C. Use VLT import command. 

D. Download content from the repository as an XML file. 

Correct Answer: C 

http://docs.adobe.com/docs/en/cq/5-6-1/core/how_to/how_to_use_the_vlttool.html 

 

QUESTION 2

Assume there are multiple publish instances (publ,pub2 and pub3) serving requests for an online shopping site. The end
user is allowed to provide reviews and comments for each product and about their shopping experience. The Dispatcher
module is in place to load balance the requests to publish instances and there is only one author instance, named
author, where content editors create the pages. When a user, named User A, provides comments and the request being
served by publish Instance publ, in which three ways are these comments replicated to pub2 and pub3? (Choose
three.) 

A. Configure the dispatcher flush for the author pointing to a webserver uri on which the Dispatcheris deployed and
configured. 

B. Configure replication agents for the author pointing to publ, pub2 and pub3. 

C. Configure reverse replication agents for the author pointing to publ, pub2 and pub3. 

D. Configure a static agent for the author. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

http://docs.adobe.com/docs/en/cq/5-4/deploying/configuring_cq.html 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to invert the order of display of components added to parsys provided out of the box. Recently added
components always have to display on top. While implementing the new parsys component, which two options are
valid? (Choose two). 

A. Copy the parsys component and all its contents from /libs/foundation/components/parsys to
/apps/foundation/components/parsys and modify the applicable JSPs. 

B. Copy the only applicable parsys component JSPs from /libs/foundation/components/parsys to
/apps/foundation/components/parsys and modify them. 
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C. Create a new parsys component under/apps//components/content/myparsys and apply the property
sling:resourceSuperType=foundation/components/parsy$, modify the JSP as applicable, 

D. Create a new parsys component from scratch. 

Correct Answer: BC 

https://docs.adobe.com/docs/en/cq/5-6/developing/components.html 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the difference between extending a component and component overlay? 

A. There is NO difference. 

B. Overlay is to override default component functionality. Extending is to extend the component functionality through the
use of Resource Hierarchy and super types. 

C. Overlay is to extend the component functionality through the use of Resource Hierarchy and super types. Extending
is to override default component functionality. 

D. Extending component means extending the behavior of foundation component, Overlay component is overriding the
behavior of custom component. 

Correct Answer: C 

http://docs.adobe.com/docs/en/aem/6-0/develop/social-communities/scf/client-customize.html 

 

QUESTION 5

You have written an OSGi service with the class name com.acme.myapp.EmailUpdate, You only we this service to run
on the publish instance. Which two configurations would run the service on the publish instance only? (Choose two). 

A. Option A 
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B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: BC 
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